
About the project

The Starzz project creates a full-fledged, blockchain-based, crowd- and fanbase management 
ecosystem that will bring the interaction between Champions (clubs, athletes, celebrities, content 
creators) and their communities to a whole new level. The Starzz ecosystem combines the 
Supporterzz.com Platform and the Starzz Exchange, underpinned by the native SRZ token and 
unique Champion tokens. 



Champions will be able to launch their own unique Champion tokens and delegate survey points to 
their fans, who can acquire and use the tokens to exercise their voting rights on the Supporterzz.com 
Platform. The ecosystem further provides multiple interaction possibilities in the likes of an advanced 
social media network with newsfeeds, streaming and other modern functionalities, a marketplace for 
merchandise and NFTs, as well as other use cases such as ticketing, marketing services, incentive 
mechanisms and awards. Starzz also introduces a novel concept known as the Decentralized 
Authonomous Club, a sports club that is run democratically by all fans with the mission of bringing 
the influence and survey points regarding the club's future back to the hands of the fans.

We want to enable Champions to identify their most loyal fans, unlock additional monetization 
possibilities and maximize the lifetime value of every fan by actively including them in the decision 
making process through the unique Champion tokens.



Fans will finally have the power to potentially influence the decisions and future of their favorite 
Champions, as well as a degree of interaction with them that they have never had access to before.

Meet Starzz

Problems & solutions

Token sale

Token distribution

ICO Funds distribution

Lock-up and vesting period (after ICO)

Team

www.starzz.eu

Roadmap

Champion tokens

Champion tokens will grant fans 

survey points for participating in 

polls and surveys created by the 

their favorite Champions, which 

they can exercise transparently on 

the blockchain and participate in 

the professional development and 

decision making process.  The 

voting system will be completely 

transparent, ensuring no 

fraudulent behavior is possible for 

either of the stakeholders.

The Supporterzz Platform

The Supporterzz platform will 

provide the use-case infrastructure 

for both the SRZ and Champion 

tokens. 


The platform will combine a variety 

of functionalities with various sub-

functionalities and incentive 

programs built within the whole 

ecosystem. An essential part of the 

Supporterzz platform will also be 

the marketplace for unique 

products, tickets, services and 

NFTs.

The Starzz Exchange

The Starzz exchange is where the 

Champion tokens will be listed as 

trading pairs to SRZ. We will also 

provide further pairs such as SRZ/

BTC and SRZ/ETH options. 

Champion tokens will be 

exclusively changeable only to the 

native SRZ token. Every transaction 

will be a subject of a transaction 

cost of 0,19%, which will be split 

among the Starzz Exchange and 

the Champions.

Market problem: for fans

Market problem: for Champions

Low engagement between fans, teams and 
celebrities

No awards for passionate fans

Lack of a unified platform for fan interaction

Unification of the fan's experience

Lack of mechanisms for implementing 
incentives

Few fan monetization channels

Dispersed communication across social 
medias

Lack of product sale channels

High dependance on intermediary parties

Lack of funding possibilities

The solution: for fans

The solution: for Champions

Direct participation through fan voting

Multiple unique award mechanisms

One single social media and marketplace

Unique fan experience for every team and 
star through fan voting

Unique incentive programs for every 
Champion

Multiple fan monetization options

One single platform with multiple 
functionalities

Marketplace for products and services

Independance of banks, agents and media 
companies

Easy access to funding through Champion 
tokens

Private Sale
01.04.2023 — 31.05.2023

490,000,000 SRZ
Amount

0.036 €
Price (40% bonus)

Backers

Seed Round


Private Sale


Pre-Sale


Public Sale

Organisation

Team


Advisory


Partners

Community

Incentives


Ambassador


Bug bounty

Lock-up period

5 months


3 months


1 month


0 month

 Lock-up period

12 months


6 months


4 month

 Lock-up period

0 months


0 months


0 months

Vesting period

30 months


24 months


18 months


12 months

 Vesting period

36 months


24 months


24 months

 Vesting period

36 months


24 months


24 months

Pre-Sale
01.06.2023 — 31.07.2023

200,000,000 SRZ
Amount

0.048 €
Price (20% bonus)

Public Sale
01.08.2023 — 30.09.2023

300,000,000 SRZ
Amount

0.06 €
Price

Crowdsale 33%

Marketing 12%

Reserve 13%

Bug bounty program 4%

Ambassador program 3%

Community awards 10%

Team 12%

Advisory board 3%

Partnerships & Strategic acquisition 10%

Development 45%

Marketing 15%

Office rent, equipment and others 29%

Legal 6%

Corporate structuring 5%

November 2022

Official Whitepaper 
release


Website & Investor 
Dashboard


Preparation of legal 
documents & token sale 

agreement, 

Start of Marketing & 
Community building

Apr — May 23

Start Private Sale

Airdrop & Bounty 

campaigns

Jun — Jul 2023

Start Pre-Sale

Aug — Sep 2023

Public Sale

Dec — Mar 23/24

Pilot Starzz Exchange

Pilot Supporterzz platform

2027

More than 1 million € EBIT

2026

First positive EBIT report	

2025

Scale to 50+ Champion 
Token

June 2024

Start of further 
development of DAO, 

NFTs, product and services 
to the ecosystem

Apr — May 2024

Launch of ecoystem

Listing of 1st 10+ 
Champion token
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https://www.instagram.com/starzz_gmbh/
https://t.me/starzz_announcements
https://twitter.com/StarzzToken
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwxc5pE8Lx0GMpqxs0WJX9A
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